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The Internet of Things in the Cloud: A Middleware PerspectiveCRC Press, 2012

	Although the Internet of Things (IoT) is a vast and dynamic territory that is evolving rapidly, there has been a need for a book that offers a holistic view of the technologies and applications of the entire IoT spectrum. Filling this void, The Internet of Things in the Cloud: A Middleware Perspective provides a comprehensive...
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The IOMA Handbook of Logistics and Inventory ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Practical, easy-to-implement advice on the most successful logistics management techniques being used today--from selecting the best carriers, setting logistics performance goals, and planning logistics strategies, to streamlining shipping and receiving and slashing logistics costs, and negotiating and managing third party logistics service...
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RFID-A Guide to Radio Frequency IdentificationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
This book provides an introduction to RFID technology. It describes and addresses the following: How RFID works, how it is and can be used in current and future applications. The History of RFID technology, the current state of practice and where RFID is expected to be taken in the future. The role of middleware software to route data between the...
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Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009 Application DesignPackt Publishing, 2010

	Dynamics NAV 2009 is an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software product from Microsoft that can be used for variety of business needs. It is part of the Microsoft Dynamics family, and intended to assist with finance, manufacturing, Customer Relationship Management, supply chains, analytics, and electronic commerce for small and...
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Pro JavaScript Design PatternsApress, 2007

	As a web developer, you’ll already know that JavaScript™ is a powerful language, allowing you to add an impressive array of dynamic functionality to otherwise static web sites. But there is more power waiting to be unlocked--JavaScript is capable of full object-oriented capabilities, and by applying OOP principles, best practices,...
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Strategic Supply Chain ManagementMcGraw-Hill, 2004
"We have to get a handle on our supply chain."
These words have become a standard corner-office lament in today's no-room-for-error business arena. But even when companies address their most glaring supply chain challenges, they can still find that cost-effective and strategic supply chain management is hard to...
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Business Strategies for the Next-Generation Network (Informa Telecoms & Media)Auerbach Publications, 2006
Carriers and service providers have united around the concept of the Next-Generation Network (NGN).  Although leveraging a broad basket of Internet technologies, the NGN is not being planned as the next-generation Internet. In its intention and architecture, it is more accurately described as Broadband-ISDN release 2.0.  The NGN is hard to...
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Cocoa Design PatternsAddison Wesley, 2009
“Next time some kid shows up at my door asking for a code review, this is the book that I am going to throw at him.” 

 

–Aaron Hillegass, founder of Big Nerd Ranch, Inc., and author of Cocoa Programming for Mac OS X

...
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The Variational Bayes Method in Signal ProcessingSpringer, 2005
This is the first book-length treatment of the Variational Bayes (VB) approximation in signal processing. It has been written as a self-contained, self-learning guide for academic and industrial research groups in signal processing, data analysis, machine learning, identification and control. It reviews the VB distributional approximation, showing...
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Essential Tools for Operations Management: Tools, Models and Approaches for Managers and ConsultantsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The third book in the Essential Tools For series… on the topic of Operations Management


	Based on Simon Burtonshaw-Gunn's successful The Essential Management Toolbox, this book focuses in greater depth on the topic of Operations Management. This third book covers the areas of marketing, CRM and Product...
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The Jericho Principle: How Companies Use Strategic Collaboration to Find New Sources of ValueJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Understanding the opportunities and dangers of innovation through intercompany collaboration
 The Jericho Principle identifies key trends and patterns in the increasing use of collaboration by corporations and creates a strategic and operational framework for answering key questions about the why and how of using collaboration to rapidly...
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RFID SecuritySyngress Publishing, 2006
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is a method of remotely storing and receiving data using devices called RFID tags. RFID tags can be small adhesive stickers containing antennas that allow them to receive and respond to transmissions from RFID transmitters. RFID tags are used to identify and track everything from Exxon EZ passes to dogs to...
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